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1. THE SAINT AND THE BEGGAR 

 

Aghast! Awake of in an early dawn, 

   A feel of thrill and annoyance, rise, 

   Rise to see, excitement, pity of scene, 

Rain and sun, the will of rainbow 

The poor and poverty, hatred and jealous 

The rich and the luxury, love and affection 

 

Force,Driving force of hunger, faith and optimism, 

 A motive of proud, elegance and satiate scene 

Sight of curiosity and fear, beggar Jyeshta, 

Jyeshta arriver for alms 

In tatters, indelible patience, whip 

Whip in hand, whip hand 

A slash, slash almoner hunt, 

Arrives almoners, howl, hoot, bark, 

Bark,Hurly burly move of stray dogs 

Hide and seek of kids 

Rebuke almoner, almoner rebuke 

Long,A long line of devotees waiting 

Waiting to be blessed by the holy man 

Holy man with boon, alms to him 

Behold,Behold, pink cloak over, 

Turbaned, side bag to receive offerings 

Hung,Hung around the shoulders, mark 

A mark on fore head, pious 

Wooden sneakers on feet 

Umbrella to shade, procession 

Procession of devotees to alms. 
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On the other end, hideous drum 

Hideous drum Dum, dum, dum…. 

Ray,A ray of hopefulness for rich alms 

Follow,Follow a procession of disciples with the Saint 

Disciples in front, go around 

Go around for alms 

Rush,Rush of devotees with bags of alms 

Praying devotees, Bhajan 

Site,A scene of astonishment 

Deny, refuse, disgust, changed 

Changed honour, alms? Bowing devotees 

 Contrary,Contrary wail 

Wail of Jyeshta shower no coin 

Still a ray, ray of hope, ahead 

Ahead, ahead dismay 

Street,Street after street 

Saint followed Jyeshta 

Jyeshta followed saint                  

Question,Obscured question, who followed whom? 

Question, who blessed whom,  

Who knows the real beggar?  

Who knows the real beggar is? 

 

1. THE RIVER GODAVARI 

  Hath Ghats’s serene blue sky covered deciduous, 

  Umbrella green fauna of the Western Ghats 

  Thy beauty to eye feast, peaks eager 

  To kiss heights the blue 

  Adoredvallies with bosom blooms spread rainbow 

  All the valley and hill, beneath mighty bows  

  Running brooks, a place of heaven on the earth, mirth 
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  Of dancing peacocks, gibbering monkeys, joyful wild 

  Wild beauty to see, duty 

  Fortune of ones, useless life watched it. 

  Hailed hermitage of Sage Agastya. 

  Nurtures garden; cultivated paddy 

  Hailed as generous for generosity 

  But love and jealous, anger and favourism 

  Are side by side, turned blind, lose discrimination 

  An indiscriminate fellow Sage created 

  Deceitful to destroy crops, created a cow with myth. 

  Crops and orchards of Sage Agastya. 

  The cow came like hurricane from sky to earth 

  Greed of whirl pool, the crop looted the cow. 

 

  Sage Agastya found crop and orchards damaged 

  Anger, unconscious sage cursed cow 

  Turned cow to ashes, passed days, humiliation in Sage 

  Brought by the sin, killed cow 

  Thought for atonement of sin 

  The heavenly Ganga is the remedy to sin 

  Chant, meditate for Lord Shiva 

  Saint reached height, meditate day’s together hungry  

  Fast, brought the heaven to earth 

  The great devotion of devoteeSage joining hands together, 

  Bound to the devotion, bliss, blessed 

  Devotee bestowed the Ganga, born 

  Born of Ganga from the Western Ghats of Nasik 

  Flowing behind sage Agastya 

  To free from sin cow, flowing through ash,  

  Reached cow heaven, the sage free from sin 

  Turns Ganga into river, hailed Godavari 
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2. THE FROG PRINCESS 

“Nobody escapes fate” 

  Oft a youth quarrel with parents, unemployee 

  Desperation, gloomy set out 

  For commit suicide at evening 

  Reached deserted place, very safe to fulfill aim 

  Slowly sat on thin parapet of ruin well. 

 

  Neither commits nor goeth home 

  Wept, wept heart out for his own  

  Plight, to commit suicide stood  

  On parapet ready, one, two 

  Three jumps not, held, held 

  Him something, raised hand 

  Instead to turn, palm reached 

  Felt on shoulder something soft 

  And tender, hand, turns found 

  Astonished youth, to beauty. 

 

  “Who are you?” asked in terror 

  Thought of beauty devil, said beauty, 

  “You first, why do you kill thyself?” 

  Youth temporarily put off committing, 

  Vex, vexed with unemployment,  

  Quarrel at home brought to this position, youth’s reply 

  Beauty made him sat on parapet. 

 

  No words for minutes 

  Deep silence breaking 

  Fire worm lights, songs of crickets 
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  Far off hooting owls from thicket 

  Parapet to share sorrow. 

 

  I the single son of my parents 

  Pampered very fond, denial sweetly 

  Grown stubborn, run into quarrel often 

  Contrary with parents to change mind 

  Foolishly decided to commit, stained 

  Strain bad conduct. Wept youth, hand on  

  Youth shoulder soothed. 

 

  Rubbing eyes gazed youth 

  Into the face of alien, the sooth 

  Is the princes of beauty, be witched eyes  

  Opened, asked youth “Who are you here at late night?”   

  She passed on topic, 

  To youth,“it’s late  

  To reach home”, magic spell 

  Youth reached home. 

 

  Retired to bed, fail to sleep,  

  Thought of beauty. Crowing, light  

  In the east, rose from bead, unable to forget 

  Search, in search of beauty 

  Fast, fast reached the well 

  Searched all over, no sign of lady, 

  Hideous frog croak, croak from  

  Down the well, despair in youth 

  The gloomy back to home. 

 

  Lose the day thought of beauty 
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  Wanted to see her once, longing heart 

  How? Who is she?  

  How did she come there at night? 

  Do I meet her at once again? 

 

  Thoughts full of mind, dusk 

  Youth set out in search of her again 

  Reached well, dressed whitish figure 

  Sat on parapet, eager youth 

  Reached her, cheer, greeted her 

  Sat alongside to her, interval. 

  Interval of talks, “how do I start?” 

  Dilemma, how?  

  Her palm on his knee, “forget me”, 

  “Go back to home”, Deny youth 

  Compels her, “tell about yourself!” 

 

  She stood, apathy, nothing 

  To narrate, youth forced to reveal 

  She opened, she the princess of region 

  Misfortune, curse haunted her day turns 

  Her into frog, night into princess. 

 

  Normal to her, for years together dwells 

  In the well, fortune enough 

  Share troubles, grief with youth 

  Thought for redemption of curse 

  Youth promises to assist, to release 

  Her from pain, consol to her 

 

  Sacrifice is the symbol of true love. 
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  Firm youth, decides to free from ban 

  A fine morn too frog princes into pot, 

  Set out journey, no destination 

  No time, no restriction unbound, 

  One aim, set her free from expel, weary 

  Journey of wanderer, youth  

  Travelled day and night, 

  Night both solace, 

 

  He crossed plains, climbed 

  Mountains, contact thousands, met 

  Saints and Rishies despair but 

  With doubled spirit, set her curse free. 

 

  Sat on rock, difficult status, dilemma 

  Gloomy,saw a passerby, cometh 

  To youth, enquired “Phew! Lose 

  Heart for so small issue”, said alien 

  Remedy, remedy to sin, jumped youth 

  Off the rock, begged for remedy. 

  Guides the stranger as heaven come down 

  Guides youth to take a holy bath  

  In holy Ganges off, off her from sin. 

  Vanished the stranger, youth to frog Princess 

 

  Willingly or unwillingly took your hand 

  Swear not leave thee, swear till 

  To last breath, I with you 

  You with me as thunder and light 

  Ebb and tide, day and night 

  Head and tail of a coin, we  
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  Together ever, for ever 

  Took the pot into hand resumed 

  Journey of miles to reach the Ganges 

  To make dream real soon, strain 

  Of day and night, protects princess 

  As lid of eye, womb of mother 

  He protects her, resumes journey. 

 

  Dream will be the real with 

  Bold, love will be the real with 

  Courage, sincere youth reaches 

  The Ganges for holy bath. 

  A step away to make his dream real 

  A holy dip in the flow, off sin burial 

  A minute to forget the long lasting fatigue 

  Eager, eagerly wait youth nail bites 

  An early morn of a new rise 

  New rise cometh out of sacred flowing. 

 

3. THE CUSTARD APPLE 

  The earth mirth, cause of the sun 

  One glance change of scene 

  Rolling seasons oft, no steadiness 

  Seems clear in integral nature 

  Effects biosphere, once oozy grass 

  Blossoming mango, serene blue  

  Snow white nights summer. 

 

  Oft a mango shower, bright  

  Change in dry weather, wither trees 

  Danced with mirth, gales  
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  And hurricanes are the symbols 

  Of changing season, thirsty 

  Creaks on earth, thirsty Partridge 

  Burst of cloud, brooks and streams 

  Torrents and rivulets, tributaries and rivers 

  Full of low and shallow water. 

 

  Gleeful nature, sprouting leaves 

  Blossoming branches, far off 

  Far off to discipline, peeping 

  Peeping out of creaks and rocks 

  Sand dunes and bush of thorn 

  Thrusting out, out from fence 

  Out of the walls of the cattle shed 

  And ruin walls grew custard sapling. 

 

  Blush, tender and thick green leaves 

  Soon loaded with toxicated 

  Reddish green flowers. 

  Nature’s discrimination, abandoned custard 

  Has grown facing seasonal fluctuations 

  Joy of rains doubled custard spirit to grow 

  Cut throat competition surround. 

 

  Glee, gleeful flowering facing hardships 

  Custard gleeful flowering 

  Soon flowers turned into big and small 

  Custard apples, the first, first seasonal 

  Fruit in nature, proud to bear. 

 

  Thought custard no death to this season 
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  Perching birds and bats 

  Seasonal traders looted 

  Looted boughs, yellow, rusty leaves 

  Ugly tree, the selfish robbed custard beauty. 

 

  How the nature wonders is! 

  Is it not the proud of custard turned ugly! 

  Is little happiness made you content! 

  Or did you forget you the hardships 

  Of sweltering heat of summer 

  Oppressed unwanted weed, nature’s injustice  

  As a substitute discrimination for yielding fruits 

  Custard you are the real benefactor of society. 

 

4. PLAY HERO 

  Plot, plot is the skeleton of the play 

  Play has hero, hero is the sole 

  Sole is the driving force, hero depicts 

  Variety of characters, modest, humble 

  As an orthodox Brahmin, a sweet tempered 

  House holder, the hero who renounces worldly 

  Benefits for his people, capable and as  

  Thimmaru’s talk, belongs to a noble family 

  He is as pure as ghee, talkative 

  Tenali Ramakrishna, Pravarakya’s consistency 

  And young as Abhimanya, endowed  

  With intellect of Chankya, hath enthusiasm of 

  Tide and the memory of Lord Brahma 

  Hero, one who has suppressed worldly desire 

  Pride and as brave as hungry lion 

  Energetic as Budda, and strong as diamond 
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  He is a pious Karna and learned Krishnadevaraya 

  Hero a fried of love and joy 

  Foe of hatred and jealous, 

  Diminishes fear and sadness, a stock of modesty. 

 

 

5. MEMORY 

  I pensively sat in my arm chair 

  Remain silent, but mind with full  

  Of reminiscences of unmindful thoughts 

  A trip down memory lane, coil 

  One by one disorder series of memories 

  Foggy and dim as clouds of winter 

  Vague, but unforgettable as windy day. 

 

  I sat pensively in my arm chair 

  A walk down memory lane 

  Eternal flow of thoughts stream 

  Slowly reeling nostalgic, 

  A memory like sieve. It may be  

  Two but one, as one in mind’s eye. 

 

  I am pensive, sat in my arm chair 

  Take a stroll down memory lane 

  I retentive, unforgettable recollections 

  Of childhood, reminiscences spent with mother 

  Brother memories, as windy day, foggy night 

  Blur catches of tender ages, dry in field 

  Wet in rain, frozen to cold 

  Sweet, sweet memories are as mirages far 

  Off, off to reality, a walk down memory line. 
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  I am pensive sat in my arm chair 

  A trip down the memory lane of tender age 

  As sweet as jujube fruit 

  As bright as plum, so catchy as custard apple 

  Long lane of reminiscences oft as seasons 

  Dare not cometh off old, old thoughts 

  Believe, wine marts so sweet it is 

  But memory! So innocence of play age 

  Memories are inscriptions on mind, unmindful age.  

 

  I sat pensively in arm chair 

  A walk down the memory line 

  Collecting the scattered memories 

  From the string of past 

  As precious pearl recollecting 

  I sat in arm chair, one 

  By one flow of delight memories 

  A stream binds in deep of mind 

  Cometh as streak from clashing clouds. 

 

  Still, pensively sat in arm chair 

  Take a stroll down memory lane of adolescent 

  Haunting remains as past memories 

  Of monuments, recollection 

  Of inscriptions’ in mind, unmind 

  I sat pensively in arm chair 

  Redolent string of memory, rolled 

  In wink of eye passed hers 

  Preserved beneath, beneath collections heap 

  Hers hazy face resonant with 
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  Full wise when pensive, relief. 

 

  I am pensive sat in arm chair 

  A trip down memory lane 

  She is unforgettable sign on growing youth deleble 

  Indelible stain of remembrance 

  Time and tide waits for none 

  Rolling age brought maturity 

  She remains eternal on tomb stone  

  Of memories, youth frozen melt 

  A stroll down memory lane. 

 

  I sat pensively in my arm chair 

  As we grow the memories too 

  Sometimes, gloomy as dark, dark clouds 

  Sometimes pleasant as rolling mountain mist 

  Crawling on up, up hills mortal 

  Immortal, wise full recollections of past 

  Incomparable, so various, so different 

  Diversified mould of life for millions as shade 

  Follows in the records of mind. 

 

  I pensively sat in my arm chair 

  A walk down the memory lane 

  Stream of thoughts random 

  My mind is weak, not so strong as body 

  Sensitive, responds to vibrations of  

  Big and small strikings of journey 

  Its natural quality of societal man 

  But it cometh into mind often 

  Pertaining to bosom, called memory! 
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  I am pensive, sat in my arm chair 

  A stroll down the memory lane 

  My memory is not shared 

  May be so sweet, might 

  Thought decrease sharing, so warmth 

  So delightful when recollects tickling  

  Memories thanks to heaven, blisters of sieve 

  Memories will be healed with happiness 

  Remains in collections of mind. 

 

  I sat pensively in my arm chair 

  A step down the memory lane 

  I welcomed the future to heal the past 

  Remedy to wound feelings 

  Haunting blisters on mind healed 

  Not hurting, not bothering least 

  Yes I mastered, uncontrolled 

  Yes, I controlled thoughts 

  Tickling past when recollects. 

 

  I pensively sat in my arm chair 

  A trip down the memory lane 

  As heavy down pour drenched 

  I drenched in each and every 

  Part of body felt it, intertwined as creeper 

  Break, break down to stream 

  Forgot myself, forgot time to live 

  In memories I sat in my arm chair 

  A stroll down the memory lane  
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6. MATRYDOM(Free translation of a Telugu poem) 

  Ah! Sea, thee cool womb  

  Preserver of inextinguishable fire,  

  Hath unseen suns  

  Behind the murky sky, 

  Innumerable fallen celestial bodies  

  Hath birth of earth,  

  For the sake of human form  

  Carried out huge revolution,  

  For the victory of a king  

  A lot slaughtered soldiers,  

  Few victims of sanctity 

  In the cast and creed whirlpool. 

  On the account of human prosperity  

  Staked blood a lot,  

  Dreadful dance of devil battle 

  Fallen many worrier soles,  

  Sorrowful eyes, Grief for the loss of child,  

  Maniac’s misdeeds 

  Burnt life lot. How far is the new world?  

  Of non-existing the hatred and the envy, 

  Hath a season oft Sorrow and pain  

  Hath magma preserver, of inactive volcano.  

  Anger the preserver, of the death of a patriot  

  Lots tantalize future, in the eyes of infants 

  Innumerable unwritten verses  

  Hath the history. 

 

7. THE KING AND THE BULL 

  Ages, ages ago 

  The land is the heaven 
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  The heaven on earth 

  The emperors and kingdoms 

  The kings and dynasties ruled andfainted.  

 

  King Vasanth ruled Southern region 

  Symbol of peace and honesty, truthful and obedient 

  Queen Sundari is the lovely pair 

  To king, blessed by child male. 

  It is as beautiful as Venus 

  As his physic couple gave the name 

  Mohana, the beauty in peacock 

  The elegance of tiger, the majesty 

  Of lion, slender, tall and handsome. 

 

  Prince proud and selfishness, growing 

  With age and charm of Mohana. 

  Haughty, disrespect, uncared, are 

  Routine activities of day  

  The popular pair unpopular 

  By pampering son. 

 

  A fine morn cometh Sage  

  Visited the royal family, hurt the behavior 

  Of son, anger cursed the sage 

  Turn the prince to bull. 

 

  Repentance of royal couple, salvation 

  Request to the curse of the sage 

  Sympathetic Sage transformation in the prince is  

  The salvation to the curse. 

  Repenting Royal couple nurturing 
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  The bull prince, days rolled 

  No change, one fine morn 

  Bull prince run away from place. 

 

  Off from imprisoned life first 

  First time away, away from 

  Shackles of relations,  

  First time man as bull, feel happy 

  No envy, no hatred, no anger, new 

  To jungle, free life brought transformation 

  In behavior, brought nature dear, 

  Change, change in bull day 

  Night prince. 

 

  Prince understood nature well, 

  Understood bird and animal 

  Understood weep and laugh, understood 

  Real, real happiness, sheds his crown deform.  

 

  Feel comfort in both, bull at day 

  Prince at night, no variation balanced 

  As animal, as human, impresses 

  Impressed nymphs, 

  Thought undeserved for the punishment 

  But nobody escapes fate. 

 

  Nymphs appeal to sage, transformation 

  Of bull prince, sage ahead, heal 

  To bail out curse, out curse. 

 

  A fine evening, bull prince left 
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  Left forest, fatigue journey 

  Night out, day break turns 

  Prince into bull, stops not 

  Journey, misfortune, entrance  

  Of a village, caught farmer 

  Seized bull prince, to cattle pen  

  Unbound joy in former, getting 

  Pair to plough, affectionate 

  To the bull, fed oilcake 

  Massaged under ears and dewlap. 

 

  The god has sent you to me 

  Poverty laughed at me  

  Neither dear nor relatives  

  Care, I am your pair, plough  

  Plough the field together 

  Wept former, dwell, wet prince eyes 

  Hath not seen the world so close 

  World off from palace, still to understand 

  Opened eye, open world, eye 

  Opener, vanished hatred, jealous  

  Bound to the words of farmer. 

 

  Left former bull in pen 

  Joyful to share, the mirth went home 

  Thought the good days ahead. 

 

  Day, day out, prince eagerly waits night 

  For arrival of farmer dusk, 

  Dusk turns bull to prince 

  Prince nether stays nor resumes 
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  Journey, bound to word 

  Decides to help farmer form 

  Bound in tether, eager, eager 

  To help the farmer, eager to farm 

  Eagerly waits for day break 

  Tether in neck, sat on floor. 

 

  Day break turns him to bull 

  A sign of birds’ folk set for morn-duty 

  Farmer hurried to pen for farming 

  The long-lasting wait of prince ends at last 

  For the day break 

  Started farmer early to pen, day break. 

 

  Miracle, prince first saw 

  Red ray penetrate into 

  Pen failed to turn him to bull 

  Farmer opened pen gate anxious 

  Curiosity found farmer person  

  To tether, rushed farmer to 

  Prince opened tether, fallen 

  To the feet of prince. 

 

  Wept for folly, begs for forgiveness 

  Prince stood, narrated plight to farmer 

  Thanked, farmer act remend curse 

  Prince assures farmer, resuming to palace. 

8. GURUDAKSHIN 

  Teacher, how can I pay you? 

  Long instructions made me rich of knowledge 

  Gratitude, I ought to prove 
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  Prove, Ekalavy’sgurudakshin to Dronachary 

  No, no you are not partial as Drona 

  Or shall I bring down your enemies 

  To your feet, scared! No enemy to you 

  Or shall I buy a costly gift 

  Laugh at my poverty, unable to buy gift 

  Even I can’t keep you in briber position 

  What Rama gave his guru? 

  What Vivekananda gave to his master as gurudakshin? 

  What I have to give you? 

  I can’t, can’t give you any materialistic. 

  Thy inspirations fill in my pen 

  Undying thoughts of well of your preach 

  Deserted thoughts, scamp mirages travel 

  With your hopeful thought in mind a long  

  Journey to cherish your dream in my act 

  Bless me to achieve, your vision my mission. 

 

9. CASUAL LOVE 

  Two young bodies clashed 

  Like clouds in the sky 

  Born a streak of fire 

  In the hearts of the youth 

  Fire of love, love at first sight 

  To comethtogether, to cometh closer, 

  To do together, to liveth together,  

  An instant food, instant loan, instant 

  Family is it possible! 

  Dilemma, is it workout! 

  Emotional thoughts, unripe attitude 

  Lead to aimless destination 
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  Phew! Does life has destination? 

  Why not! To live happily, to live rich 

  To gain name and fame, many … 

  Aren’t they aims? 

  My stupidity, if everyone become 

  The Einstein and Gates 

  Who will become the Jakes and Johns! 

 

10. COURAGE 

  O! Courage daren’t to leave 

  Dare not to leave me 

  Thy leave inexistence of mine 

  As a uterine friend 

  Dare not leave me 

  Thy dare inexistence of mine 

  Courage come down to the earth 

  As a beam of ray 

  A ray piercing murky sky 

  Gloom, gloomy life of dimness every where 

  Won’t you appear as morning star? 

  Won’t rise as morning sun! 

  Rise, rise for off gloominess 

  Courage, how you friendship with  

  Discourage? Discouraged me thy 

  Thy liberty, freedom, reckless act  

  You are afar, courage dare not to leave me. 

  Oh, courage! You are the ray of hope 

  A hope to resist thousand elephants 

  Thy born, thy rise, life to me 

  Courage, sibling of confidence awake 

  Awake me, awake me 
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  Request to thee not to leave 

  I can’t live without you. 

 

11. THE STORY OF THE LEAF 

  Song sung by granny, an old 

  Old song, song of sense, bold 

  Brought in me, knowledge of discrimination 

  By granny’s song of perception 

  How to see and how not 

  Form the song of grand, old 

  An old myth of song, bat 

  The game of the creator God 

  A new born leaf laugh, laugh 

  At rusty, pest line, yellow old fallen 

  “How ugly is thine attire”, light! 

  I am tender, hue and bright 

  From the lap of nature, dear 

  To all, how ugly you are\laugh of the newborn leaf, 

  Sung granny a song of perception, 

  The old to newborn, once ago 

  I too like you as newborn 

  Boast of beauty, charm uncertain not 

  In vain, in light of time 

  Experience is the great master of 

  Life to all, to learn great 
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  Old to newborn, my death thine 

  Birth, birth and death are cyclical 

  Know where I dead you born 

  Not end with you, so on 

  Today is my turn tomorrow yours 

  Nothing is permanent in this world 

  This is the fact of life 

  The secret of world, this is. 

 

12. THE BULL AND THE LION 

  Let me share a fable fabulous 

  Fable, happen centuries ago, bull Symbol of  

  Faith and loyalty token to factious love, 

  Faithful and duty minded, fangle bull far 

  And near respect, happen centuries ago far 

  Far off to human civilization is fact 

  Fasten the bull to mother’s love. 

 

  Tropical forest of thick deciduous floral  

  Façade fen in the fiat 

  Of sweet fib, there lies, parasitic 

  Mutual, symbiotic fauna and flora 

  Happiness is the faith beauty 

  Is the disguise of bog 

  Beauty conceals harm charm 

  It’s the nature of the nature 

  Adaptation is the prime need here. 
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  Fen is the home of heard, façade 

  The play yard for calves and adult 

  Colourful, brown and white spotted mother 

  Spotted brown on white, black and white 

  With spotted tails of calves, playful young 

  And aged evenings are the timings 

  For joyful play for all 

  Dare not wild, scared to see 

  The heard power of unity. 

 

  New and tender grass fascinates heard 

  In search of new grazing land 

  Heard moves, strong and powerful 

  Brave and bold leads heard 

  Protecting from the curial wild 

  Heard moves calves in between protecting 

  Heard moves with motivational 

  Chorus of young and child lowing 

  Uncared hiding hyenas and jackals, heard moves. 

 

  As white as milk, as beautiful as flower 

  Is the cow Gouri in the heard 

  Neither she is flibbertigibbet nor know fob 

  As meek as ghee, as pure as 

  Mountain dew, and pious, she, the symbol  

  Of purity and content, fertile late 

  Give birth to calf male, as beautiful as 

  Full moon and charm of rising sun 

  Sky is the epitome to gleeful mother. 

 

  First, first mother’s happiness in her 
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  Made her pride, calf proud 

  Pampering mother, so care, so possessive 

  Of care, of nurture calf,  

  Love, lick it with rough tongue 

  Under ears, on nose, and silken body 

  Calf enjoys mother’s love creeps through hind  

  And forelimbs and in between often affection  

  Made the fellow heard turn green eye. 

 

  Mothers bothers, caution to calf to stay 

  Among heard, careful about the deceitful jackals 

  And hyenas, mighty cats, trickery wolves 

  And band of hound, mothers bother about 

  Her calf to move among the heard 

  He is naughty, questions, naughty, uncared 

  Why all the time fills the filth 

  Into young mind, old and rotten thoughts. 

 

  Calf vexed, thought, mother’s filth teaches, gone 

  Deaf, mother warns, disobeys mother with playful 

  Deeds and thoughts, often off to heard 

  Off to mother, lucky the young is 

  Stealthy calf moving out of mother’s sight 

  Unfederal thoughts made calf off from community 

  And mother, started exploring wild, wild 

  Unsuspected calf deceived by beautiful thick green. 

 

 

  Flippant calf move through fog, flap brought 

  Him to conscious, why doeth he made 

  A fool his mother, bother in, to  
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  Turn back, dismay found none, step gradually 

  Ahead dismay in him feel of mother 

  Off to her and heard, worry to 

  Reach mother, is anxious to see heard 

  Soon little steps turned quick steed 

  Haste to reach mother lose the way. 

 

  Run, exhausted him, hold breath, called mother 

  Resonance in hill and wood, calf tried 

  Once and thrice, so on, fluttering of  

  Birds, terrible silence, scary calf runs to 

  And fro, growing darkness panicked 

  Dried energy stood to call his mother 

  Echo of cry for mother, gleeful wild 

  Repentance in calf, cursed its foolishness, flippant 

  Deeds fall in fix a head flinch. 

 

  Rushing heard to secure place, call of mother 

  Once and twice, no sign of hers 

  Called loudly, run a head the heard 

  Anxiety, runs all around, no, no sign 

  Lost her son, growing dark added bother 

  In her doubled, mad rush in her 

  Lost her son, how? Her son missed? 

  Thought “how do I get him back?” 

  Do I meet my pretty once? Agony. 

 

  Thought in mind, reached heard leader with 

  Plea, bring my son back, begged mother 

  Wept for her lonely son, wept heart  

  Out for her fettered son in wild. 
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  No way to mother, no way found 

  Met many, begged many for help futile, 

  Vain efforts, fruitless all, cry for him 

  Prayed nymph gods, primordials to bring him 

  Back alive, pure love of mother longing. 

 

  Who will dare, who will dare to 

  Look into the death face, one voice  

  Said all, thy son’s fate at mercy  

  Of wild, if not wrote on teeth 

  Of lion would be saved, grief stricken 

  Mother left the hope for her lovely  

  As tribute, shed drops two of tears 

  Does it create tsunami! Melts, melts heart 

  Heart rendering weep of the hearty. 

 

  A friend in need, is a savior  

  Of themiserable,the real, arises from 

  Us, an aged bull to consol mother 

  I am aged, ready to kick bouquet 

  No use with me, before my last 

  Breath, wipe my deed your tears, happy 

  I am happy, reaching heaven happily 

  Heaven for sake of your son happily 

  A satisfaction, content to this birth enough. 

 

  Be here exactly, in one hour, believe  

  Bring back your son, if he is  

  Alive anywhere in the world, trust me 

  My deeds certainly restore thyne happiness, believe 

  I even ready to fight with death 
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  To resolve your happiness, it may be 

  Farewell to rescue, the incapable. To rescue 

  The week, to wipe a mother’s tears. 

 

  The search of calf for mother, bull 

  Started for the calf, to bring together. 

  Active the hiding hyenas and cats made  

  The call of calf for mother, mirth 

  Wild ready to feat tender calf, steed 

  Lion held breath, pounced, wild first missed 

  Pray! Pointed horns Surprised to find old,  

  Mighty bull between calf and him, roar  

  Helplessly to repel a bull, echoed surrounds. 

 

  Firm bull stood fast, panicked calf hid 

  Behind the bull, he threw paw, skillful 

  Bull escaped lightly, surprised cat no sign 

  Of fear in bull, drew cat step 

  Back, masked fear, raised voice “leave it 

  It’s mine, or you’ll taste the power 

  Of paw and sharpness of my teeth”, 

  Bold bull move not an inch way  

  Out of cat as wall, fence stood. 

 

  Stood bull between, firm, filch horned bull  

  Impatient cat shouted, anger, “Finish off you” 

  Bold, neither moveth, nor faceth the fierce 

  Growling cat, grunted, had threw paw, firm 

  Bull, neither scare nor defend, no fear 

  Of death, one aim, save the calf 

  Vexed lion to bull “do you think 
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  To leave calf, no way, my name  

  Writ on it, doespatience resist me?” 

 

  Test to thine patience, might enough resist 

  Me if you are resister; bull opened 

  Moth “my lord, thee king of jungle 

  My plea, give up thine thought”, “how 

  Do I, its’ late to food today, 

  How do I?” said lion, my pray 

  To thee, move out my way late  

  To eat, no, said bull, sacrifice myself 

  But not calf, plea to leave young 

 

  Dare, deny the mighty jungle king’s, see  

  Thy fate write, I thyne death, see 

  Thine last breath in my paw, mightn’t  

  See the power of claw, cat’s claw 

  Obedient bull, “my lord, I beg thee 

  To shed deform of anger, show mercy 

  On the tender, hath bright, bright future” 

  Innocent did you, forgot the duty of 

  Nature, your birth to quench our hunger. 

 

  Beg your pardon, thy not change nature’s 

  Duty, if you hath will, hath way 

  I, not enough to say to you 

  My lord I beg thee to leave 

  The young, listen, the cat never hath 

  Mercy, so I do, leave calf, save  

  Thyself, its duty of wild, dutiful wild, 

  The desirous bull to lion, my lord, 
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  Instead of the calf, I thee pray. 

 

 

  Beg thee to leave the budding tender, 

  Is it nature’s duty? Not nature’s duty 

  Said lion with bull, my lord, you  

  Are hungry, should be quenched, if it’s  

  By me or calf, pray to thee  

  Leave calf, satiate with my meet bellyful, 

  Said bull, how do I believe you  

  Then be ready to quench my hunger,  

  Hath last one, me reunion calf, mother. 

 

 

  No wild hath done so far this, 

  I believe thee, union son with mother 

  I will be waiting for you, thee 

  Symbol of loyalty, bull for faithfulness, hope 

  Not deny to deceit cat, cometh soon, 

  As swift the bull reached heard, sky 

  Is the limit to mother’s joy, licked 

  Hard fed bellyful of milk, satiate bull 

  Turned to reach the cat swiftly soon. 

 

 

  Heard midst the way of bull, resisted 

  Bull request heard, I ready to set 

  In few days, let me gain satisfaction 

  Of saving one, and contributor to own 

  Community, bother least to my death, bid 

  Me farewell happily, to satiate hungry lion 
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  Weeping heard dare not protest, bade farewell 

  Bade farewell to bull, briskly bull to  

  Reach cat, left heard, left gloomy heard. 

 

 

 

 

 


